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"The most important thing about getting somewhere is starting right where we are."  

- Bruce Barton   
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Tracking Active Referrals 
 

Lawyers face special challenges in business development, primarily due to lack of time, and this can 
prevent them from tracking the Active Referrals that they do. If we don’t Follow-Up, and come back to 
Prospect, and check-up about the Active Referral meetings that we have proposed, then quite often they 
will be lost and slip away.  
 
For this reason, to Track Conversion, you should make an Excel table, with the names of the Prospects 
on the left, and the right axis being time. On this, track over time emails you send, calls you make, and 
whether you get a Hire, Fire, Advance or Continuation. Continue tracking with this table until you have 
to use Nuclear Option on them (an email to Fire the non-responsive Prospects). 
 
Other tips to help track Active-Referrals (or, other BD activities)  
 

- Schedule fixed time for business development, every week, on your timetable. As a rough rule, 
an Associate should be aiming for 2-3 hours a week, while a Partner should not have less than 
1-2 hours per day.   
 

- If it’s not on your calendar, you probably won’t do it. Thus, if you decide to invest two hours per 
week in developing new business, such as Active Referrals, pick a block of time such as 09:00-
11:00 every Tuesday, and put it in your appointment software or book.  

 
- Track your time each week (not each month). If your firm has a time code that fits, tracking it in 

the official system can be useful. But whether you do it on the record or off the record, you should 
keep a simple list like this on your bulletin board to remind yourself of exactly where you stand. 
A personal Business Development Diary might also be a good idea.  

 
- Develop a long-term plan for defining your legal identity, the Niche UVP you want to offer, and 

have a Hit List of Prospect you want to meet and also define your Ideal Client – then find them. 
Moreover, with Active Referrals, you will find that many Ideal Clients are friends with one 
another.   

 
- Develop your Elevator Speech as it is often helpful to have a sentence or two prepared that 

summarizes your background and what you want to achieve. You should have your Killer UVP 
in the Elevator Speech. Then, consider joining a trade association or community group where 
you could meet potential clients, and Actively Refer.  

 
- Build personal and professional relationships with others at your level in client organizations and 

make a list of all the people you should keep in touch with, from university classmates to college 
friends and acquaintances, and establish simple systems and habits to stay “top of mind.”  

  


